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Numerical Programming I (for CSE)

Tutorial 10: Direct Methods for SLE

1) LU Factorization

I a) Solve the system 4 2 3
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with the help of LU decomposition and forward and backward substitution.

b) Let A = LU be the LU factorization of a matrix A. Find the values det(L) and det(U) only
depending on A!

c) Assume that you have already computed the LU factorization of a matrix A ∈ Rn×n. Can

(i) AT x = b

(ii) A2x = b

be solved efficiently using the factorization A = LU? How?

P d) Convert the Maple code of the lecture into Matlab code and check whether your result of a)
is correct. Save memory by storing the values of L and U in A (overwriting A). This is called
“in situ”.

P e) Can you find an optimized implementation of the LU factorization with only one explicit
for-loop that uses Matlab’s matrix-vector-notation?

P f) Compare the execution time of both implementations d) and e): Compute the LU factorization
of the matrix

An =


4 1 1 . . . 1
1 4 1 . . . 1
...

. . . . . . . . .
...

1 . . . 1 4 1
1 . . . 1 1 4

 ∈ Rn×n

and measure the time (commands tic and toc). Choose n ∈ {5, 50, 100, 500}.
How can this problem be solved still more efficently?

P g) Finally, solve the system
Hn x = b, b = (1, 1, . . . , 1)T ∈ Rn

where Hn ∈ Rn×n is the Hilbert matrix that is defined by hij = 1/(i + j − 1).

Have a look at the quality of the solution: Compute the error and the residual of the numerical
solution for n ∈ {4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 20}. Use the Matlab command invhilb to compute the solution
x = H−1

n b directly. You can take this value as exact solution. How can you explain the result?



2) Pivoting

I a) Use Gaussian elimination to solve the system of linear equations

Ax = b, A =
(
−10−3 1

2 1

)
, b =

(
1
0

)
(i) without pivoting and with exact arithmetic,

(ii) without pivoting and with rounding errors,
(iii) with partial pivoting (column pivot search) and with rounding errors.

To get rounding errors in (ii) and (iii), round every intermediate result off to three digits.

P b) Add partial pivoting to your algorithm of exercise 1d): In every row i, bring the biggest element
|pij | = maxk∈{i,...,n} |pik| to the pivoting position.

P c) Now, have a look at the condition: Find the LU factorization of A

(i) without pivoting,
(ii) with pivoting.

Use the command cond to compute the condition numbers of the matrices A, L and U in both
cases and interpret them.

d) Let A ∈ Rn×n be a band matrix with bandwidth m. What is the maximum bandwidth of the
matrices L and U of the LU factorization of A when partial pivoting is applied?

3) Cholesky Factorization

I a) Compute the Cholesky factorization of the Hilbert matrix H3 (see ex. 1 for definition).

b) Find the factors L and U of the LU factorization of H3 by deriving them from the Cholesky
factorization computed in a).

The final exam will take place on February, 5th at 14:15 in the lecture room MW 2050
(mechanical engineering building). Please be already there at 14:00 to take your seat. You have
to register via TUMonline. If you are not a CSE student, please send additionally an email to
schraufs@in.tum.de until January 20th.

Assisting material is allowed, but limited to one DIN A4 sheet of paper with your own notes
and reminders. It has to be handwritten by yourself, copies or printed versions are not accepted.
Except for this sheet, no other utilities (as lecture notes, calculators, notebooks, . . . ) are permitted.

Please bring your student ID and a photo identification (passport, etc.) with you.


